Smart car rear

Access all of your smart resources below, from how-to videos and manuals, to maintenance
and recall info. And for quick assistance, contact your local smart dealer. Your smart car is an
incredible machine, which means there's a lot to learn. Watch our how-to videos to get
step-by-step instructions on everything from the media and audio systems to the engine itself.
Available for model years, your smart manual is the ultimate driver's companion. Download
your Owner's manual and Warranty manual today, and be covered for whatever comes your
way. Maintaining your smart is essential to keeping it running in peak condition. That's why we
created a routine checklist for every 10, miles, and encourage our owners to schedule service at
a certified smart center. Wear your smart pride on your sleeve with one-of-a-kind smart
accessories. Shop everything from bags and luggage to apparel, travel accessories and more.
Plus, you'll enjoy discounted prices on some of our most popular items. At smart, your safety is
our number one priority. At any time, you can check to see if there are recalls on your vehicle,
and find the proper steps to have the issue resolved. If you financed your vehicle with
Mercedes-Benz Financial Services, you can log in anytime to view your account, make
payments, get assistance and more. LOG IN. The Smart Fortwo stylized as "smart fortwo" is a
rear-engine, rear-wheel-drive , 2-passenger hatchback microcar manufactured and marketed by
the Smart division of the German multinational Daimler AG , introduced in , now in its third
generation. The first generation was internally designated as the W build series, introduced at
the Paris Motor Show. The W build series was introduced at the Bologna Motor Show. Marketed
in 46 [7] countries worldwide, Fortwo production had surpassed 1. Development of what
ultimately became the Smart Fortwo started before , originally as Swatch car of Nicolas Hayek in
co-operation with Volkswagen. With a design focused on a modern microcar with an electric or
hybrid drive, VW vacillated, disputes with Hayek ensued, and Hayek turned to Mercedes. When
MCC abandoned the original concept and the planned electric or hybrid drive, both Hayek and
senior development team members left the project. The Fortwo is noted for its 2. With the
second generation, Smart introduced a version with automatic start-stop , marketed as the
MHD, or Micro-Hybrid Drive â€”offered only in certain markets. A sport model, marketed as the
Brabus model, has been available in both generations, and Daimler introduced the Smart
electric drive , an all-electric version, in In , the New York Museum of Modern Art MoMa
introduced a first generation Fortwo into its permanent collection the only vehicle to be
included into the collection while still in series production , [16] and in the Fortwo was voted the
Best Microcar for the fifth year in a row by readers of the Chinese edition of Auto, Motor und
Sport. Auto, Motor und Sport cites a drag coefficient Cd of 0. The first and second-generation
Fortwo models employ an automated manual transmission , designed and manufactured by
Getrag , where the clutch is computer-controlled via electrohydraulics, eliminating the need for
a clutch pedal. The first generation used a six-speed version, and the second generation uses a
five-speed version, model 5AMT Input from floor-mounted shifter or optional
steering-wheel-mounted paddles controls a servo-operated clutch and an automated manual
gearbox. The vehicle may be driven in automatic mode early models had the option of fully
automatic mode or standard "soft-tip" which was manual mode indicated by no button on the
gearshift or in semi-automatic half-automatic mode via paddle-shifters, where the operator
controls the shift points but cannot feather or adjust the speed of the clutch. From , revised
transmission software enabled smoother and faster gear changes. The software, available via
an ECU upgrade, was also made available for second generation cars, with a new battery as
required. Third-generation models receive a five-speed manual transmission or dual-clutch
automatic transmission. With an overall length first generation: 2. Austria, New Zealand and
California [23]. The first-generation, build series W, debuted in and received a facelift in The
engines are turbocharged with three cylinders. Trim levels include the Pure, Pulse, and Passion.
The range received a minor interior facelift for model year with standard knee airbags, new
instrument cluster, more extensive cloth trimming for the top of the instrument panel, circular
rather than rectangular outboard dash vents, optional multimedia system with a 6. For model
year all Fortwos received a minor exterior facelift with revised lower facias, front and rear, and a
relocated brand emblem located inside rather than above the front grille. The second generation
Fortwo remained the lightest production car on sale in Europe. German tuner company Brabus,
in a joint venture with Smart, has developed a high powered version of the 1. A small 0. EU fuel
consumption testing for the combined cycle rates the 1. The technology features an automated
start-stop system , and a belt-driven starter-generator, which replaces both the starter and
alternator. The mhd version of the Fortwo is not available in the United States or Canada. As a
part of the vehicle's Tridion cell and crash management system, the front crumple zone is
maximized by the rear-mounted engine location. The Fortwo received the "Good" score in 8 of
11 measured injury categories. Also, there was too much intrusion into the footwell of the Smart
Fortwo. The dummy movement was not well controlled. Euro NCAP crash results: [38]. An

all-electric version of the Fortwo, the Smart Fortwo electric drive , began development in The
third-generation Smart electric drive was scheduled to be launched in the U. Brabus styled
BRABUS is a sport package that include a sport exhaust with dual center tips, sport
suspension, front and inch rear wheels, power steering and various Brabus visual cues. An
originally planned turbocharged engine was not included. Designed under the direction of Kai
Sieber with designer Michael Gebhardt, the third generation made its worldwide debut on July
16, , [5] having been jointly developed with Renault. The third generation is available as the
3-door 2-seater internally designated as the C build series [3] and 5-door 4-seater internally
designated the W build series , marketed as the Fortwo and Forfour, respectively. The third
generation Fortwo is powered by either of two 3-cylinder engines: a 1. All versions come with
either a manual five-speed gearbox or "twinamic" dual-clutch automatic transmission instead of
the previous 'Softouch' system. Smartville, where the W and W build series have been
manufactured, underwent a million euro upgrade beginning in mid, in preparation for the C
Fortwo. The smart fortwo cabrio launched globally in Cabrio models received additional safety
cell reinforcements to compensate for the roof openings, including torsional bulkheads beneath
the car, a crossbar behind the passenger seats sometimes referred to as a basket handle , and
additional reinforcement of the A-pillars. Smart claims the standard power soft top will open or
close in 12 seconds, and can be operated at any speed. At market launch, 5 soft top colors were
offered; black, red, grey, beige and brown. The smart fortwo cabrio features removable roof
bars that stow into an integrated storage space in the fortwo's rear tailgate. When removed,
these roof bars allow for a fully open-air driving experience. The fortwo's roof bars are not
integrated into the safety structure of the car, and only house the guide rails for the soft top to
close. This change was to further align with the upcoming Mercedesâ€”EQ brand in which all
Mercedes-Benz produced electric vehicles would receive EQ branding. The rebranding occurred
for global March production, or Model Year Both the coupe and cabrio electric drive models lost
the electric drive badges front and rear and received smart EQ fortwo badges in their place, and
received updated graphics in the optional smart Media-System. In autumn , smart presented the
new facelift models, to be available with electric drive only, beginning in Tech specs remained
the same. The smart was initially available only in left-hand-drive form, as the floorpan allowed
only for a left-hand-drive version. Smart subsequently designed a floorpan for right-hand-drive
models. The Fortwo is now marketed in 37 countries worldwide. Australia : The Smart Fortwo
was marketed through select Mercedes-Benz dealers in Australia from to in only the middle
'Pulse' range, and with the petrol engine. Mercedes-Benz stopped selling the Smart brand in
Australia in due to declining sales. The smart fortwo was officially marketed through select
Mercedes-Benz dealers in Brazil only from to exclusively in its second generation , only with
petrol engines. It was offered with the "micro-hybrid drive" natural aspirated engine mhd in
standard configuration with a special edition named "Brazilian Edition" which was offered only
in yellow in reference to the Brazilian Flag with a Brazilian flag sticker on both sides, and
turbocharged versions named "standard" no name , Tritop and Passion. In , Mercedes-Benz
decided to discontinue offer of the fortwo in Brazilian market, hence Brazilian customers never
had the option of the There are also a few Ws in Brazil, although they weren't officially imported
by Mercedes-Benz and have no official support. In October , the Smart " vending machine " road
show had the first stop in Shenyang and began the Fortwo's pre-order period. Japan : The
Fortwo is one of few non-Japanese cars ever to fulfil the regulations for Kei cars. The smart
fortwo was introduced in Canada in September and sold through Mercedes-Benz dealers.
Diesels do not require such a system because the fuel is not volatile, so the cdi was certified
instead. Demand was initially heavy, with up to six-month waiting lists in major urban areas in
the spring of The white car is a cabriolet, as are two of the red ones. In , Canada received only
the gasoline model because the diesel version did not meet Canadian emission standards. The
fortwo carries a 1. The has sold very well in Canada: over 12, were registered between the start
of and the end of The lack of a diesel option has hindered sales to some owners of the diesel s.
Smart Canada released ten 10th anniversary edition smart Fortwo cars in February The cars
carry a number plate on the dash to signify its production number out of ten. Smart Canada also
commissioned Busch Automodelle GmbH to produce scale versions with a black tridion , of
which 10, were made. In June , a Smart Fortwo was exhibited in the U. Subsequently, the
second generation Smart Fortwo Model became available in January After the product's launch,
sales have surpassed production and the reservation program continued as a "wait list"
program. A door opening during a side impact crash increases the likelihood of occupant
ejection. For model years and later, the U. Modifications for the grey market vehicles included
DOT certified headlights, front and rear side marker lights, reinforced doors for additional side
impact protection, an odometer in miles rather than kilometres, and soft padding on the interior
pillars and ceiling. Approximately 1, model year , , and cars were imported. Significant

upgrades, including power steering, eight airbags, alarm, Bluetooth capability and crosswind
assist technology were made standard. The Smart Fortwo also received a new engine, the 0.
Both a 5-speed manual transmission and a 6-speed dual-clutch automatic transmission are
offered. The Cabrio model makes use of the same gasoline engine and transmissions as the C
Fortwo Coupe. A new 7. In February , Smart USA announced the brand would discontinue
gasoline vehicle sales after the model year and focus purely on battery electric vehicles. The
year marked 10 years of Smart Fortwo sales in the United States, and the brand offered a
special 10th anniversary edition specific to the United States market to celebrate. The edition
was available for Passion and Prime lines of the Fortwo Coupe, and consisted of:. In April sales
were terminated in the U. The vehicle never met sales goals. The smart fortwo was officially
marketed through select Mercedes-Benz dealers in South-Africa only with petrol engines. The
judge cited that "if a vehicle varies in its technical specification, then any external similarities
are irrelevant. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Automobile model. Motor vehicle. Main
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Smart Forfour. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Smart Fortwo Features and
Specs Year Trim Select Trim. Overview fortwo proxy coupe Package Includes. Drivetrain Rear
Wheel Drive. Engine Order Code NA. Fuel System MPI. Maximum Horsepower RPM 89 Maximum
Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts NA. Transmission Order Code Number of
Transmission Speeds 5. First Gear Ratio :1 NA. Second Gear Ratio :1 NA. Third Gear Ratio :1
NA. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Reverse Ratio :1 NA. Final Drive Axle Ratio
:1 4. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase
inches Length inches Width, without mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width inches
Rear Track Width inches Minimum Ground Clearance inches 5. Liftover Height inches Interior
Dimensions. Total Passenger Volume cubic feet Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room
inches Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Trunk
Space cubic feet NA. Steering Type Rack-Pinion. Steering Ratio :1 NA. Turns, lock to lock NA.
Front Suspension Type Strut. Rear Suspension Type Other. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel.
Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness
inches 8. Rear Drums, diameter x width inches 8. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 16
X 4. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size inches 16 X 5. Rear Wheel Material
Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches NA. Spare Wheel Material NA. Spare Tire Size NA.
Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight
hitch pounds NA. Maximum Trailer Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds NA. Maximum
Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds NA. Weight Information. Base Curb Weight
pounds Maximum Alternator Capacity amps NA. Engine: 1. Wheels: 16" 5-Twin Spoke Alloy.
Bucket Seats. Crash Test Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Are body kits for
your Smart Car at the top of your to-do list this year? If so check this out because these cool
aftermarket kits add a little more style and performance to your already unique car. Adding

some new tires or Genius rims really ups the style factor of your cool ride. As you know Smart
Cars are massively popular, if you need a distraction from work just do a search on youtube for
smart car and kapow! See what I mean? Now add a custom body kit and a few extra mods, and
you have one wicked little car. Emphasis on little sorry couldn't help myself. To see what I mean
take a look at the video below where a Ferrari and a Smart do a quarter mile drag race The lower
center of gravity and wider tracks you get using this lowering kit will give you a better steering
response, lower roll and will significantly enhance the cornering ability of your car. Since the
standard Smart car is prone to under steer when pushed hard into tight bends increasing the
mechanical grip is particularly beneficial at the front axle. Racing or lowering springs are a great
suspension modification for your daily driving or if you want to improve the look of your vehicle
without spending mega bucks on coilovers. Shopping around and grabbing this lowering kit
while it is on sale is always a good idea as well. This simple body modification is an easy to
install option to change the overall look without detracting from the aerodynamics. Another
option is to give your Smart a wicked new set of rims and performance tires - take a peek below.
Wheels really make your car stand out - throw on some super slick rims, and you get noticed,
plus with a high-performance tire upgrade, you really notice an improvement in ride and
handling. I just got an email recently for an eBay promotion from "Buy Wheels Today" one of
the top sellers of, you guessed it tires and wheels on eBay. That special promo is over, but they
often run good sales. What I really like most about Tires and Wheels is that they always ship for
free; those tires and rims are heavy, so that is a huge cost that has always prevented me from
ordering my tires online. Even better they offer free mounting, chrome valve stems, nitrogen
inflation and balancing with each set of rims you pick up. If you snag 4 wheels with tires, you
get a chrome locking lug installation kit and hub-centering rings as well. Ok when someone told
me about this video I had to see it for myself. Maybe they should have a Daytona Smart Car I
didn't really understand the Smart car craze until I looked at some of these videos. There are
millions of views on some of these babies - guess Mr. Smart actually was pretty smart eh?
Adding a Lambo Doors kit to your Smart can really set it up right. The above video shows a
Smart ForTwo with some might cool upgrades:. When I spent some time talking to Smart Car
enthusiasts at local shows one of the most talked about add-ons is to spruce up your car with a
Lamborghini style gull wing door kit. These smart car body conversion kits fit your or later
Smart Car Fortwo. These cool Smart Car auto body kits give you some wicked wings Lambo
style! Wicked Smart Car concept art print - one of four unique angles. Have you seen the Smart
Forvision Concept Car? This is one cool Smart Car and if you like to show off your love for your
Smart all over your wall this is a hard to pass up high quality archival print. Four very cool
angles to choose from show off various features Smart lovers would be thrilled to see in future
designs. What would be cool is to get one of each angle and make a large wall art collage. Top
down on the Smart Forvision concept showing the cool solar panel roof. Look down on the
Smart Forvision concept car, and you'll see a cool textured gold roof. Not only is this an
aesthetically pleasing pattern but it is also loaded with transparent solar cells! Simply from the
power of the sun, this Smart Fortwo gets free power to its multimedia system and internal
climate control system even under low light conditions. As the full sun beats down on the car it
is kept completely cool insideâ€”now that is a feature I wish every car had! But wait, that's not
all insert infomercial voice here under the solar cells are transparent OLEDs organic
light-emitting diodes which is a fancy name for, well, lights. All interior lights are solar powered
and offer an amazing clear glass roof effect during the day, yet an opaque pleasantly illuminated
interior at night. New from Kuhl FX is this complete aerodynamic body kit for the Smart car. This
adds a wicked unique style to your already unique car. You can also add the exhaust to go with
this body kit for some extra cool exhaust notes. These fiberglass body kits help streamline your
car even further creating more downforce which lowers resistance, improves handling and even
gas mileage - the best part though in my opinion is that it makes your Smart ForTwo stand out
from the rest! Right now this body kit is available from Vivid Racing. VR offers the body kits,
ground effects, carbon fiber hoods and spoilers you need to up the style of your ride. If you
have a Smart car or a Smart car with a sweet body kit let us know all about it below. If you'd like
to have photos of your Smart car featured here just point me in the right direction and I'll put
them up. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute
for personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters.
Wow, that is an awesome car. I love the fact that its going to be so "parking friendly".
YogaAngel: Sounds like a plan to me - nothing like a set of Lambo doors to spruce up a Smart
car. This is fantastic. My best friend has a smart car. I'm sending this to her. Maybe she can
soup hers up! Great lens, I absolutely love cars so this lens was very interesting and enjoyable!
Well done, keep it up :. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very
competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus,

the American Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping
experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things
that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site
maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple
techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride
and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel
injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are
eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know
what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy
items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air
is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the
best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be
surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes wil
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l shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can
make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government released the
horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to
start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again.
If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand.
Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell.
Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission
problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain
Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Related Articles. By
Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella.
By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison.

